The Department of Psychology at the University of Notre Dame invites applications for a faculty position (open rank) with a focus on behavioral oncology. Individuals with a specific emphasis on the identification, prevention, and treatment of problems related to cancer survivorship, those who care for cancer survivors, or on the positive enhancement of the quality of life of cancer survivors are especially encouraged to apply. Applicants should show evidence of an ambitious research program and excellent teaching skills. The position will begin in the Fall of 2010. Responsibilities include an active and productive research program, along with teaching and research mentoring at the graduate and undergraduate levels.

Candidate should send a curriculum vita, a research statement, a teaching statement, and three letters of recommendation by October 31st, 2009 to the Cancer and Health Search Committee, Department of Psychology, 118 Haggar Hall, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46556-5636 (FAX: 574-631-8883).

The University of Notre Dame, an international Catholic research university, is an equal opportunity educator and employer with strong institutional and academic commitments to racial, cultural, and gender diversity. The University particularly seeks candidates who demonstrate excellence in scholarship and teaching, and also an interest in contributing to the distinctive mission of a Catholic university. Information about Notre Dame, including the university mission statement, is available at http://www.nd.edu

[The University of Notre Dame is an affirmative action employer with a strong commitment to fostering a culturally diverse atmosphere for faculty, staff, and students. Women, minorities and those attracted to a university with a Catholic identity are especially encouraged to apply. Information about Notre Dame is available at http://www.nd.edu.]